Overview

No Open Source Management

- Open source is used but policies or processes are non-existent
- No inventory of open dependencies exists
- No formalized protection or security policies
- No visibility into software for security vulnerabilities

Basic: Open Source Management

- Limited processes to govern open source contributions or usage
- Manual and often sporadic scans to get visibility into vulnerabilities
- No prioritization or remediation to address vulnerabilities
- No inventory of open source dependencies exists
- No processes to monitor software for licensing issues

Intermediate: Open Source Management

- Some processes are in place to govern the adoption/usage of open source, but they don’t cover every use case
- Managerial level of the SDLC, slowing development and attacks
- No inventory or prioritization available to remediate issues
- Policy and legal teams have to deal with conflicting approaches in regards to open source

Advanced: Continuous Open Source Security

- Well-defined processes around open source adoption, usage, and license compliance
- SBOMs can be produced quickly with depth and precision
- Automated license compliance and security policies
- Well-structured license compliance workflows, including API use
- No security scan to get visibility into vulnerabilities
- No prioritization or remediation to address vulnerabilities
- No inventory of open source dependencies exists
- No processes to monitor software for licensing issues
- No policy in place to govern open source contributions or usage

Characteristics

No Open Source Management

- 80% of teams
- 32% of teams

Basic: Open Source Management

- 70% of teams
- 80% of teams

Intermediate: Open Source Management

- 60% of teams
- 70% of teams

Advanced: Continuous Open Source Security

- 50% of teams
- 60% of teams

About FOSSA

At FOSSA, we have developed leading-edge tools and project management best practices. Our mission is to help organizations modernize and manage their open source assets while driving security, compliance, and innovation. Email us at sales@fossa.com to learn more about FOSSA and the benefits of continuous open source management.